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Abstract

Vehicular named data network (VNDN) is the next-generation network architecture for
intelligent transportation system. Contrary to the conventional transmission control pro-
tocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) communication model, VNDN follows a data-centric
approach where the user is interested in ‘WHAT’ instead of ‘WHERE’. Interest flooding
attack (IFA) is one of the prominent security concerns in VNDNs. In IFA, attackers request
for non-existent content to exhaust network resources and cause Interest packet flooding
across the network. A novel attack mitigation scheme to counter IFA in VNDN has been
proposed in this study. The proposed priority-based per-flow Interest rate monitoring (PP-
FIRM) scheme determines the suspicious flow of malicious incoming Interest packets in
attacked vehicles. A priority flag is assigned to the incoming flow of Interest packets that
detects the occurrence of an attack. The priority of incoming Interest packet flow is cal-
culated using a collaborative or neighbour-assisted approach. A comparison with another
attack mitigation scheme validates that the proposed scheme performs better in terms of an
improved cache hit ratio and Interest satisfaction ratio during the attack window. Besides
this, pending Interest table utilisation, packet collisions rate, Interest packets retransmis-
sion count, end-to-end delay, and the ratio of timed out Interest packets have also been
reduced. Furthermore, the scalability of the proposed research strategy is also evaluated by
changing the density of attackers in real time. Moreover, in the proposed attack mitigation
model, the rate of incoming legitimate Interest packets increases by reducing the drop rate
of valid Interest packets.

1 INTRODUCTION

Intelligent transportation system (ITS) [1] has proposed to cater
to the need for traffic security and management in autonomous
driving system [2]. Vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) [3, 4]
is considered a part of ITS as it delivers valuable services. In
VANET, vehicles are responsible to send, receive and relay
information. Vehicles are equipped with on-board unit, radio
transmitter, collision avoidance sensors, and wireless transmit-
ters for sending and receiving data [5]. A VANET provides info-
tainment services including multimedia data, which cannot tol-
erate massive delays. It is reported in the Cisco Visual Network-
ing Index that Internet traffic will reach up to 396 exabytes per
month by 2022 [6]. The use of a conventional TCP/IP model
in VANET for the dissemination of bulky data is not feasible
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in such situations. Moreover, security alarms and beacon mes-
sages that need to be communicated timely require latency-free
mechanism, and TCP/IP paradigm does not provide the appro-
priate solution for message dissemination in autonomous vehi-
cles [7]. Furthermore, rapid content delivery, vehicular mobility
management, robust traffic management system, and adaptive
routing makes TCP/IP framework infeasible and complex to
deal with the quality of service requirements of different appli-
cations [8]. Other challenges include intermittent connectivity
between nodes due to dynamically changing network topol-
ogy and network instability. Due to the high mobility of vehi-
cles in a TCP/IP-based VANET, it is hard to sustain dedi-
cated paths between source and destination nodes. Named Data
Network (NDN) [9] enabled VANET is known as Vehicular
NDN (VNDN), Which comes out as a promising solution for
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effective and reliable data dissemination for connected vehi-
cles [10]. Rather than securing a communication channel, NDN
secures data itself. Though it lacks protection against denial
of service (DoS) [11] or distributed-DoS (DDoS) attacks [12].
Interest flooding attack (IFA) is one of the DDoS attacks in
VNDN where the attacker sends numerous fake requests and
blocks the valid requests from legitimate vehicles. The motiva-
tion behind this research work is to mitigate the IFA that leads
packet broadcast storm of uncontrolled and unsolicited traffic
across VNDN.

Various IFA mitigation schemes have been proposed for
NDN scenario, that is, per-face Interest rate monitoring tech-
niques [13–16], statistical modelling-based approaches [17–19],
adaptive in-network caching [20–25] and packet routing algo-
rithms [26–32]. However, the drawback of these schemes is that
along with malicious Interest packets, a high volume of legiti-
mate Interest packets is dropped as well. Low Interest satisfac-
tion ratio (ISR) results in flooding of the unsolicited flow of
malicious Interest packets that leads to packet broadcast storm.

Moreover, existing IFA mitigation schemes are resource
extensive, which is not a feasible option for the VNDN envi-
ronment. Furthermore, in previous IFA mitigation schemes,
multipath routing has been merely highlighted. Therefore, in
this research work, we have proposed a novel priority-based
per-flow Interest rate monitoring (PP-FIRM) strategy that effi-
ciently detects the suspicious flow of Interest packets and trig-
gers attack recovery mechanism to reduce the effect of IFA.
Furthermore, attack prevention at intermediate nodes has also
been considered in the proposed attack mitigation model. The
attack prevention phase is viable in reducing the scale of IFA
in a VNDN scenario. The main contributions of this research
work are as follows:

1. A novel PP-FIRM is proposed to effectively mitigate IFA in
a VNDN environment implementing priority-based attack
detection and a collaborative approach to avoid overreaction.

2. The proposed scheme calculates the priority of incoming
Interests and only forwards Interests with high priority as
opposed to the per-face Interests rate monitoring schemes
[13–16], which only reduce the rate of incoming Interests.
As a result, the proposed scheme prevents a large number of
legitimate Interests with unbound delays, and the Interests
drop rate is reduced as well.

3. Unlike other existing Interest rate monitoring scheme [16],
the proposed scheme is resilient to flooding of unsolicited
Interests.

4. Several simulations have been performed to evaluate the effi-
ciency of PP-FIRM and congestion-based IFA mitigation
[16]. The simulation results show that the proposed scheme
can effectively mitigate IFA and reduce unnecessary broad-
cast of malicious Interest packets.

The rest of this study is organised as follows. Section 2
presents the VNDN overview and its packet forwarding dae-
mon. Section 3 exhibits related work. The proposed PP-FIRM
is described in Section 4. Experimentation and results are elab-
orated in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the study.

FIGURE 1 Packet forwarding in vehicular named data network (VNDN)

2 VEHICULAR NAMED DATA
NETWORK: AN OVERVIEW

NDN-enabled VANET is known as Vehicular Named Data
Network (VNDN). VNDN is an extension of wired NDN
architecture with certain modifications due to vehicle mobility
and network scalability. Another similar architecture named data
vehicular network [33] has been proposed as a conceptual model
that claims to support the multicast Interest forwarding model.
VNDN provides better support for vehicular environments in
terms of reliable and quick message propagation. Also, VNDN
decouples the underlying communication plane from location
and content distribution services. Moreover, support for data
dissemination through multiple radio interfaces increases relia-
bility and data acquisition.

2.1 VNDN architecture and forwarding
daemon

Data in VNDN is delivered in a pull-based fashion; hence,
this scheme is also known as a data-driven approach. The data
requesting node is called consumer or subscriber, and the desti-
nation node is called publisher or data/content producer. Inter-
mediate nodes support the rapid content delivery process and
perform the job of relaying vehicle and potential content source.
In VNDN, a vehicular node has to maintain three data struc-
tures of pending Interest table (PIT), content store (CS), and
forwarding information base (FIB). PIT is a table containing
a list of unsatisfied pending Interest packets followed by the
incoming interface(s) [33]. CS performs the task of in-network
caching and contains a chunk of the most frequently used data.
FIB maintains name prefixes followed by outgoing faces and
performs packet routing and forwarding operations as in the
TCP/IP model [34, 35]. Figure 1 depicts all three data struc-
tures being maintained in intermediate nodes.

2.2 Interest flooding attack

IFA is a type of DoS attack, where the attacker(s) send mali-
cious requests to all neighbouring nodes [36]. These malicious
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FIGURE 2 Interest flooding attack (IFA) in a VNDN scenario

requests fill up buffer space of vehicular node(s), and as a result,
valid requests are discarded. Sometimes these malicious Inter-
est packets collude with the server to attack any victim router
(i.e. collusive-IFA) [37]. DoS attack in VNDN is quite different
as compared to native TCP/IP architecture. Usually, in a host-
centric approach, a DoS attack is generated to target a specific
server or network device. The consequences of a DoS attack in
VNDN are more severe since the attack not only compromises
a specific content source but all the intermediate nodes along
its path as shown in Figure 2. The goal of the malicious node
is to flood a large number of Interest packets with valid prefix
but invalid suffix. These malicious Interest packets are created in
the PIT of every intermediate node [38]. Eventually, the PIT of
compromised intermediate nodes reaches its capacity and ulti-
mately drop packets.

3 Related Work

This section reviews some existing attack mitigation solutions
designed for named-centric networks. Countermeasures of IFA
in named-centric networks comprise two phases, namely, detec-
tion and recovery. The detection phase identifies the malicious
face or targeted prefix, whereas the recovery phase either lim-
its the ratio of incoming Interest packets at a suspicious face or
blocks entire traffic arriving on that suspicious face(s). Initially,
per-face rate monitoring, statistical and hypothetical testing-
based approaches have been adapted to limit the rate of mali-
cious Interest packets.

ISR is one of the detection mechanisms used to cope with
IFA. ISR is the ratio of data packets sent and the number of
incoming Interest packets received. Upon detection of an attack,
the routing node limits Interest arrival rate on the suspicious
interface. Authors in [13] have developed an IFA mitigation
scheme based upon the PIT utilisation rate. However, there is
no standard to set the threshold value for ISR. PIT size mon-
itoring needs distributed content nodes for computation. This
causes dependency and if any of the content router malfunc-
tions, the technique under execution cannot produce any fruit-
ful results. Authors in [14] have used Theil-based countermea-
sure to mitigate IFA. Theil index is calculated based upon the

uneven distribution of incoming Interest packets through the
interface(s). Intra- and inter-group are formed for incoming
Interest packets. When an attacker generates IFA, the frequency
of forged names increases immensely. The purpose behind
grouping is to evaluate the distribution of incoming Interest
packets and the contribution of group differences. When an
attacker launches an attack, it sends a large number of malicious
Interest packets that ultimately disturbs the distribution of Inter-
est packets. As a result, Thiel’s entropy value will go beyond the
pre-determined normal range, which signifies that the system is
under attack. Similarly, in [15], authors have used entropy value
along with ISR and PIT utilisation ratio that reflects variation
caused by an attack. An attack detector is deployed as a classi-
fier to predict suspicious behaviour of the network using col-
lected parameters. Additionally, support vector machine (SVM)
has been used to learn network anomalies. SVM is a super-
vised learning model used to train systems for classification and
regression analysis. Another IFA mitigation method based on
incoming Interest packet flow and PIT consumption rate has
been proposed in [16]. The authors have introduced the con-
gestion parameter to ensure the valid detection of the attack.
ISR and the congestion value of each interface are considered
to detect IFA. Whenever specified values of the node’s incom-
ing face exceed a threshold value, intermediate nodes consider
that flow as suspicious and eventually limit the rate of incoming
traffic.

The statistical approach is reactive and relies on network val-
ues based upon PIT expiration rate and PIT occupancy rate
to identify any abnormal traffic pattern. In [17], the authors
used node’s reputation value (RV) as a metric that is calcu-
lated by each intermediate node to either accept or reject the
incoming Interest packet. RV calculated using a collaborative
approach is shared between neighbours. The authors have used
a statistical-based hypothetical testing theory with Neyman–
Pearson dual-criteria methodology. This approach does not
depend on the router’s calculated statistical values and pro-
vides a consistent solution for IFA mitigation, though in the
composite hypothesis approach, scalability issues are present.
In [18], the authors proposed the IFA detection and preven-
tion mechanism based upon a centralised controller. In this net-
work topology, nodes are directly connected with access routers,
which detect the abnormal behaviour of incoming packets pass-
ing through radio interfaces of the node(s). The authors have
classified their attack mitigation scheme as local and global IFA
detection. Whenever an access router finds any unusual traf-
fic flow at a certain face(s) of a node, it immediately noti-
fies the central controller about any possible attack. Finally,
access routers block the malicious traffic as directed by the
access router. This mechanism does not guarantee that legiti-
mate Interest packets will never be discarded. Likewise, in [19],
a threshold value is set for many suspicious (Ys) and timed
out Interests (Yt). Access routers intimate the central controller
as Ys exceeds Yt. Statistical-based solutions are effective; how-
ever, they require high computational resources that are scarce
in a VNDN scenario. Table 1 depicts various statistical and
per-face Interest rate monitoring schemes for IFA mitigation
in NDN.
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TABLE 1 Comparison of various per-face and statistical-based Interest flooding attack (IFA) mitigation schemes

IFA mitigation model Collaboration scope

Classification Literature Prevention Detection Recovery Individual Collaborative

Per-Face Interest packet rate monitoring [13] – ✓ ✓ ✓

[14] – ✓ ✓

[15] ✓ ✓ ✓

[16] – ✓ ✓

Statistical and hypothetical testing based approaches [17] – ✓ ✓ ✓

[18, 19] ✓ ✓ ✓

TABLE 2 Comparison of in-network caching approaches

Caching policy

Architecture Literature Proactive AI-based Collaborative Infrastructure-assisted

COMP [20] ✓ –

Neighbourhood selective caching [21] ✓ ✓ ✓

Opportunistic caching [22] ✓ ✓ –

Deep caching framework [23] ✓ ✓ –

Probabilistic caching [25] ✓ ✓ –

In-network caching is supported in NDN to enable instant
content delivery and to avoid packet redundancy. Primarily, the
Interest packet is only flooded when the requested content
is unavailable in the CS, so there is a requirement to deploy
an effective and adaptive caching policy in mobile nodes. In
a VNDN, the mobility of vehicles reduces the efficiency of
the caching mechanism. In [20], the authors proposed coop-
erative caching with mobility prediction, which undergoes the
clustering of vehicles having similar mobility patterns. In [21],
the authors proposed neighbourhood selective caching (NSC)
based on distributed proactive caching. The idea behind NSC
is to cache content one hop away from the content source. In
[22], opportunistic caching has been adopted for caching pop-
ular data at intermediate nodes. Each intermediate node main-
tains its content popularity statistics that help to increase the
cache hit ratio (CHR). The aim is to enhance content delivery
services. In [23], authors have proposed a machine learning-
based solution called deep-cache framework. In this method,
long short-term memory encoder-decoder is implemented to
determine the rate of the requested content. The authors in
[24] have proposed ‘mobility aware edge caching’ by incorpo-
rating an age threshold scheme to cache the right content at
the right time, otherwise the essence of in-network caching
becomes useless. In [25], the authors introduced a probabilistic
caching approach based upon cache occupancy and link stability
between the sender and receiver. Cache occupancy defines the
probability of requested content, whereas relative movements
decide link stability between communicating vehicles. Moreover,
cached content is distributed relative to the application type of
requested data. Caching schemes are essential to limit the flood-

ing of malicious Interest packets. A comparison of various in-
network caching approaches is presented in Table 2.

To reduce the scale of IFA and packet broadcast storming,
efficient packet forwarding is required. NDN deploys sepa-
rate routing and forwarding plane for efficient dissemination of
Interest and data packets. Ad hoc networks can encounter var-
ious packet relaying challenges that invoke IFA and ultimately
affect the propagation of packets [26]. Several packet forward-
ing techniques have been proposed to handle the flooding of
unsolicited packets. In [27], the authors have optimised multi-
path packet forwarding to support seamless packet transmis-
sion. The proposed scheme consumes low bandwidth using a
global optimisation problem. In [28], the authors proposed a
distance-based IFA mitigation scheme known as intersection-
based forward selection (IBFS) that is more effective than an
individual level mitigation strategy. In IBFS, trajectory informa-
tion of each vehicle is shared with its neighbours across the
radio range. By doing this, the location of the potential data
producer or consumer is determined. A relay or forwarding
node is selected to avoid flooding of Interest and data pack-
ets. Distributed interest forwarder selection [29], is one of the
packet forwarder selection mechanisms where two forwarding
nodes are selected. This is done to cover a large transmission
area and less propagation delay. The selection of two forwarders
also alleviates hop-by-hop transmission. In [30], the authors
proposed a novel statistical approach based on collaborative
mitigation algorithms for the detection of IFA. The proposed
mechanism relies on a charging and rewarding mechanism. Vir-
tual money has been assigned to every intermediate or forward-
ing node. The charging mechanism deals with charging users
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TABLE 3 Comparison of various packet forwarding schemes in named data network (NDN)

Packet type Mobility area

Classification Literature Interest data Communication type Urban Rural

Distance based forwarding [27] ✓ Multicast ✓

[28] ✓ ✓ Multi-hop ✓

Collaborative and relay node selection [29] ✓ ✓ Unicast ✓

[30] ✓ Multi-hop ✓

Geographical-based [31] ✓ Multi-hop ✓

[32] ✓ Unicast ✓

upon packet forwarding service. A node gets a reward if it
is legal. Hidden Markov model [31] is applied to observe the
behaviour of the node. This model helps in the identification
of attacks by observing the hidden behaviour of the suspicious
node. To control flooding of unsolicited packets, control of use-
less Interest flooding (CUIF) [32] restricts useless propagation
of Interest and data packets. In CUIF, retransmission of Inter-
est packets entirely depends on the location of consumer vehi-
cles. When the Interest packet arrives at an intermediate node,
it matches its location with the sender’s location. If there is a
difference between a location, the Interest packet is not retrans-
mitted and eventually discarded.

Distinct from the aforementioned countermeasures, the pro-
posed IFA mitigation method known as a PP-FIRM effi-
ciently identifies suspicious flow of Interest packets and trig-
gers attack recovery mechanism to reduce the effect of IFA.
Each flow of incoming Interest packets has been assigned
priority according to the cumulative network statistics. The
interface(s) with low priority has been declared as suspicious.
Furthermore, attack prevention at intermediate nodes has also
been considered in the proposed attack mitigation model.
Table 3 shows various packet forwarding schemes in NDN for
IFA prevention.

4 PP-FIRM SCHEME

The drawback of per-face limiting schemes is that along with
malicious Interest packets, legitimate Interest packets are also
dropped, which compromises the ISR of the network. We have
implemented a novel (PP-FIRM strategy that efficiently identi-
fies the suspicious flow of Interest packets in multipath rout-
ing scenarios. It then triggers the attack recovery mechanism to
reduce the effect of IFA. Furthermore, attack reaction at inter-
mediate nodes has also been considered. Moreover, the pro-
posed attack mitigation scheme has introduced the attack pre-
vention phase, where uncontrolled flooding of Interest packets
has been handled. This phase is viable in reducing the scale of
IFA in a VNDN scenario.

This section presents the proposed PP-FIRM scheme to mit-
igate IFA in NDN-enabled vehicular environment. The basic
idea of the proposed strategy is to reduce the flow of malicious
Interest packets. The priority of an incoming Interest packet

FIGURE 3 Architecture of the proposed scheme

proves to be an effective parameter and is considered to deter-
mine the correct detection of an attack.

4.1 Architecture of the proposed scheme

The primary module of the proposed scheme is an Interest
packet flow monitor. This module considers the flow of Interest
packets as a single object. Primarily, Interests flow is monitored
via a radio interface to make sure to which flow it belongs. Two
fields, that is, priority flag and hop count have been appended in
the Interest packet. Priority flag is used to avoid transmission of
malicious Interest packets, whereas hop count value is helpful
to limit further dissemination across the network. A per-flow
monitoring module is introduced that encapsulates the basic
PIT structure as shown in Figure 3. As the normal flow of the
Interest packet is determined, the packet flow is passed to this
flow monitoring module, which is responsible for collecting the
per-flow state of Interest packets. The flow monitoring mod-
ule handles the transmission of incoming Interest packets from
each face of the vehicular node. This flow of incoming Inter-
est packets arriving from different faces is taken as a single flow
object, to differentiate previously known and unknown flow.

Flow monitoring module keeps track of departures and drops
of Interest packets, collected count of Interest packet and byte
arrivals. The per-flow monitor has four components, that is,
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FIGURE 4 Proposed IFA mitigation model

prefix analyser, priority checker, suspicious list, and scheduler
as shown in Figure 4.

4.1.1 Prefix analyser

IFA can be launched with an invalid name prefix that does
not follow the standard NDN naming scheme. To alleviate the
propagation of Interest packets with an invalid naming scheme,
the prefix analyser is designed. The purpose is to add addi-
tional support to the NDN Interest forwarding daemon for
the identification of spam incoming Interest packets. Moreover,
invalid Interest packets are not picked up by the wired NDN
framework. To avoid invalid Interest packets, there must be
some mechanism to detect the flow of malicious Interest pack-
ets. Hence, this component is designed to validate the flow of
incoming Interest packets. This is useful to protect the NONCE
list from getting polluted.

4.1.2 Priority checker

The priority checker serves as an essential parameter to predict
the system under attack. Whenever the unknown flow of Inter-
est packets enters through the radio face, priority is assigned to
each flow. After a few iterations, the Interest packet flow that has
the lowest priority level is suspended and moved to a suspicious
list. It is worth mentioning here that ISR, packet drop rate, cache
hit/miss ratio, and hop count values are considered to avoid the
probability of false alarms during the attack detection process.
Values of ISR, CHR, the number of hops traversed, delay, and
the number of legitimate Interest packets have been used for
assigning priority to incoming Interest packet flow.

4.1.3 Suspicious list

This component has been introduced to discard the flow of
incoming Interest packets before the PIT lockstep process. Sus-
picious prefixes list helps in the early detection of IFA, and
thus reduces the PIT utilisation ratio. False detection of IFA
and discarding of legitimate Interest packets alongside malicious
ones results in low ISR value. A suspicious list contains a set of

incoming Interest packets that are declared as suspicious dur-
ing the IFA detection phase. The proposed system uses a col-
laborative approach to validate the suspicious flow of incoming
Interest packets. For this reason, the proposed system under-
goes multiple iterations to correctly determine the suspicious
flow of incoming Interest packets. We have set the threshold
value for Interest packet flow as 0.5 to determine suspicious
transmission. After several simulations, it is found that a thresh-
old value greater than 0.5 allows more malicious Interest packets
to reside in PIT that ultimately reduces ISR.

4.1.4 Prefix scheduler

As the name suggests, this module is responsible to sort the
flow of incoming Interest packet(s) prefixes according to the
assigned priority. This increases the probability of a legitimate
flow of Interest packets. Moreover, least chance is given to the
malicious flow of Interest packets that ultimately reduces ISR
and increases Interest retransmission count.

4.2 Detection phase algorithm

The overall procedure of attack detection is illustrated in Algo-
rithm 1. Whenever a vehicle receives Interest packet(s), it exe-
cutes the following checks

ALGORITHM 1 IFA detection procedure

Input: Received Interest packet flow [Name, Selector(s), NONCE, H,
P: Priority of incoming Interest packet flow F(α)]

output: Prioritised flow of incoming Interest packets: F(ά)

1. for each Interest packets flow i ε F(α) do

2. If (P = = NULL)

3. then assign P = MAX,

4. Calculate Pi =
ISR∗CH

HT∗ISD
+ NL (Pi ≥0)

5. Scan for suspected prefix list (PL),

6. end

7. If (entry found in PL)

8.

9. DECREMENT P,

10. If (P < = 0.5)

11. Drop packet,

12. Update neighbouring nodes,

13. endif

14. //System under IFA

15. Else if

16. PIT operations,

17. CS lookup,

18. end

19. Return (F(ά))

20. end
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(i) First, the flow monitor object identifies the type of incoming
Interest packet flow F(α), that is, known or unknown (lines
1–4). For known flow, a collection of metrics is processed
to calculate its legitimacy. Otherwise, the initial priority is
assigned to the new incoming flow of Interest packets. To
return the prioritised flow of Interests F(ά), priority (Pi) is
calculated with the help of ISR, Interest satisfaction delay
(ISD), hop count, and CHR. Equation (1) shows the ratio
of cache hits when incoming Interests arrive at PIT of the
intermediate node.

CHR =
Presence of Requested Content

Total Incoming Interests
∗ 100 (1)

Second, the prefix is analysed to validate the prefix format
of incoming Interest packet(s). This is done to protect the
NONCE list from storing invalid Interest prefix.

(i) After that, the metrics collection process is initiated that
completes in five cycles. In the beginning, priority (Pi) is
checked for a previously known flow. If priority is found
below 0.5, that flow is declared as suspicious and moved
to a suspicious PL. Pi is decremented and neighbours get
intimation of attack (lines 5–10).

(ii) The proposed system triggers false attack detection if
the threshold value is kept below 0.5; hence, the defined
threshold value gives the most optimal results.

(iii) Before transmitting Interest packets to PIT lookup,
scheduling is performed to forward high-priority Interest
packets.

(iv) Then, a suspicious list check is processed to instantly dis-
card the prioritised incoming flow of Interest packets if the
threshold value is found below 0.5 (line 11). Finally, the
flow of Interest packets having a threshold count of prior-
ity more than 0.5 is allowed to start the PIT and CS lookup
process (lines 16–17).

For the priority assignment at each victim and normal
node(s), the following calculations are needed to be performed
to avoid false detection of IFA.

Interest Satisfaction Ratioi

=

i=n∑

i=0

Number of Data packets Receivedi

Number of Interest Packets Senti
(2)

Here, Equation (2) calculates the aggregated ISR value of each
face of the intermediate vehicle.

trans Updated Avgn =

i = n∑

i = 0

(1 − 𝜕) ∗ PrevAvgi + 𝜕∗ inri (3)

Likewise, in Equation (3), the aggregate value of the average
incoming Interest packet rate is calculated at each interface i.

Here, trans Updated Avgn is the value of the updated rate of
incoming Interest packets at n interfaces. PrevAvgi represents
the newly calculated current average rate of incoming Interest
packets at the ith interface, while inri represents the incoming
rate of Interest packets at the ith node to time.

A skew factor 𝜕 is needed that represents the upper bound
and lower bound values of the average incoming rate of Interest
packet(s) at each face of the intermediate vehicle. Usually, 𝜕 is
calculated to reduce the fading effect during transmission.

𝜕 = {0.1 as upper bound,
as lower bound}

To model the effect of IFA, Nm is considered as the number
of malicious Interest packets that have been sent in a unit of
time.

In Equation (4), NL denotes the number of legitimate Inter-
est packets besides malicious ones under IFA. Hence, the
rate of incoming Interest packets has the following effect on
IFA.

NL = NL + Nm (4)

ISD =
Delay ∗ Link Bandwidth

[
B∕s]

Size of Data chunk [B]
(5)

The delay parameter is used to calculate the estimated arrival
time of the data packet. Moreover, the link capacity for the
flow of the Interest packet is calculated to reduce uncontrolled
flooding of malicious Interest packets. Equation (5) shows the
calculation of ISD, that is, link capacity for a flow of Interest
packets. The rate of Interest packet flow through each link is
set as 400 ms to maximise the probability of content delivery.
In VNDN, 400 ms is an optimal average time for the Interest
packet to reach the nearest relay node. Ten simulations are per-
formed to get this average value of Interest packet flow via each
link.

For calculation of hop traverse (HT) value by Interest packet
at an intermediate node, the following equation has been used:

HT = hi + B, where (B > 0) (6)

In Equation (6), hi is hop count at current node and B denotes
marginal count to get data chunk. To prevent flooding of uncon-
trolled malicious Interest packets across the network, the max-
imum threshold value of HT is set to 5. With repeated simula-
tions, it is observed that end-to-end delay increases if the value
of HT is set above 5.

Priority value at ith node (Pi) is calculated using Equation (7):

Pi =
ISR ∗ CH

HT ∗ ISD
+ NL (7)

where the lower bound of Pi is greater than 0, while the upper
bound is set dynamically.
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ALGORITHM 2 IFA recovery method

Input: Received suspected Interest packet flow [Name, Selector(s),
NONCE, H, P: Priority of incoming Interest packet flow F(ά)]

output: Suspicious node N(ά)

1. for each incoming face(s), fi ε F(ά)

2. Maintain fairness queue for F(ά)

3. DECREMENT P,

4. DECREMENT Interest lifetime,

5. Update neighbouring nodes,

6. Scan suspected vehicles, V(ά) ε N(ά)

7. Apply Interest trace-back

8. Block traffic from V(ά)

9. end

10. Return (attacker’s node)

11. end

5 Malicious Interest packet processing in
Recovery Phase

The recovery phase is triggered when the suspicious flow of
Interest packets is discarded. For the detection of malicious
sources, the Interest push back mechanism is highly preferable.
The proposed scheme has implemented a priority-based Inter-
est push back algorithm, where the backtracking process is exe-
cuted based on the priority of radio interface(s). Algorithm 2
specifies the attack recovery mechanism of the proposed IFA
mitigation model. Upon receiving a suspicious flow of Interest
packets F(ά), the following counter steps are performed (lines
1–10):

(i) Upon receiving a discarded flow of Interest Packets F(ά),
the respective interface has been declared suspicious and
priority is decremented.

(ii) After that, fairness queues have been maintained for
each face. This is done to establish fairness among radio
faces.

(iii) The suspicious face fi is allocated low fairness to limit the
suspicious flow of incoming Interest packets. Priority (Pi)
and Interest lifetime of F(ά) are also reduced to avoid PIT
overflow (lines 2–3).

(iv) Neighbouring vehicles get intimated about the suspicious
flow of Interest packets N(ά) (line 4).

(v) Finally, the backtracking process is executed to identify
attacking vehicles V(ά) (lines 6–9).

In both algorithms, the time complexity is linear and calcu-
lated as O(n), where n is the flow of incoming Interests. For
congestion calculation in [16], the authors take two parameters
negative acknowledgment (NACK) and timed out Interests. The
values of these parameters are compared to check whether the
network is congested or not. The time complexity of the exist-
ing approach is O(n2).

5.1 IFA prevention

The prevention phase is exclusively significant for IFA mitiga-
tion in a VNDN scenario. When an intermediate node receives
malicious Interest packets and cannot find the requested chunk
of data in its cache, it forwards malicious Interest packets
to all the neighbouring nodes. This process continues until
the Interest packets reach the content source. To reduce the
damage, prevention techniques should be adopted. The pre-
vention technique involves an adaptive and efficient Inter-
est relay mechanism that intelligently forwards the unsatis-
fied Interest packet towards neighbouring vehicular nodes.
Best route interest packet forwarding mechanism available in
NDN forwarding daemon (NFD) has been modified in the
proposed methodology. In the best route strategy, routing
costs in FIB is calculated and controlled by the forwarding
protocol. Costs are updated after regular intervals of time.
The priority of incoming flow of Interest packets is calcu-
lated, which is further used as a cost function. This func-
tion provides the best route based on the highest priority
per outgoing face. It helps in reducing the Interest retrans-
mission rate and uncontrolled Interest flooding across the
VNDN.

6 EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS

6.1 Simulation setup

For implementation, analysis, and testing of the proposed
research methodology, NDN simulator (ndnSIM) [39] has been
used. The ndnSIM is an emulator for NS-3 [40]. The simulation
scenario is based upon a built-in waypoint mobility model [41],
that is, a random waypoint mobility model, where the veloc-
ity of moving vehicles changes randomly, though bounded by
the network topology. Ubuntu 18.04 LTS version is used as a
base operating system. Eclipse IDE version-4.12.0 is used for
programming purposes. R-Studio version-1.2 and WPS Spread-
sheet (designed for Linux) have been used for mapping acquired
simulation results to the graphical layout.

Moreover, IEEE 802.11p is used for V2V communication
as shown in Table 4. This research work aims to compare the
aforementioned attack mitigation methods in VNDN to quan-
tify the rate of satisfied Interest packets for the legitimate inter-
mediate vehicle(s) when they are under attack. The minimum
and maximum range of Interest satisfaction rates for valid users
under the IFA window are plotted as well.

6.2 Results and discussion

The proposed IFA mitigation scheme, that is, PP-FIRM, is
compared with the existing scheme(s), namely, a per-face rate-
limiting scheme known as a congestion-based Interest rate-
limiting scheme [16]. An attacking window has been considered
to evaluate the performance of IFA mitigation schemes under
normal and abnormal circumstances. The existing scheme in a
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TABLE 4 Simulation parameters

Communication model MAC, 802.11p (10 MHz)

Connection type NDN

Antenna type Omnidirectional

Simulation time 0–150 s

Attacking time 50–100 s

Interest lifetime 2 s

Pending interest table (PIT) size As per Interest lifetime

Content store (CS) size 100 (MAX)

CS policy Least recently used

Mobility model Random way point

Transmission range ∼300 m

Forwarding strategy Priority-based best route

Legitimate Interest packets rate 50% of total incoming Interest packets

Malicious Interest packets rate 50% of total incoming Interest packets

Malicious Interest names 100 random suffixes

Malicious nodes 1–5

FIGURE 5 Interest satisfaction ratio

VNDN scenario is implemented and its performance is evalu-
ated as well.

6.2.1 ISR

Interest Satisfaction Ratio or ISR specifies the network through-
put. Figure 5 shows the ISR of the proposed IFA mitigation
scheme for incoming Interest packets. During attacking window
4–11, IFA mitigation methods start countermeasures to pro-
tect PIT from malicious Interest packets. It is done to prevent
PIT to reach its bottleneck. It can be seen in Figure 5 that PP-
FIRM works efficiently under the attacking window. The pro-
posed scheme is compared with the exiting attack mitigation
solution to measure effectiveness and improvement concern-
ing ISR. When the transmission of Interests leaves the attack-
ing window (4–11), IFA mitigation schemes show nearly similar
performance as attacking nodes stops injecting malicious Inter-
ests. During IFA, the proposed countermeasure has produced

FIGURE 6 Rate of Interest packet retransmissions

better results, that is, 21% more ISR as compared to other attack
mitigation methods.

6.2.2 Interest retransmission count

During IFA, the number of unsatisfied Interest packets
increases, which causes packet retransmissions, until Interest
packet lifetime expires (i.e. 4 s) in PIT. Primarily, the proposed
attack mitigation method aims to reduce the rate of Interest
packet retransmissions by assigning low priority to those outgo-
ing interfaces that undergo more retransmissions. The proposed
PP-FIRM scheme experiences 28.6% less Interest retransmis-
sions during the attacking window (4–11) as shown in Fig-
ure 6. The reason is the implementation of the IFA prevention
method. It modifies the native NDN best route Interest for-
warding scheme to assign priority according to retransmission
count on the outgoing face(s). This eventually blocks malicious
Interest retransmission from the suspicious outgoing face.

6.2.3 PIT utilisation ratio

PIT utilisation ratio, which is also known as the PIT consump-
tion rate, specifies the number of stored malicious Interest pre-
fixes over the total number of Interest prefixes in PIT of an
intermediate node. When there is an attack in a VNDN scenario,
the PIT utilisation ratio of an intermediate node increases as the
attacker keeps on sending malicious Interest packets towards
the neighbouring nodes. Eventually, the PIT memory of the
attacked node gets exhausted and legitimate Interest packets
get discarded. In Figure 7, when no attack mitigation scheme
is applied, the PIT utilisation ratio begins to increase as mali-
cious incoming Interest packets are received at an intermediate
vehicle during the attacking window (4–11). The variation in the
PIT utilisation ratio of the proposed scheme specifies the high
mobility of vehicular nodes. Moreover, when a vehicle goes out
of sight, it receives less amount of incoming Interest packets,
thus, sustaining the rate of PIT consumption. For the PP-FIRM
scheme, there are 57% less malicious Interest packets in PIT
during an attack as compared to a congestion based per-face
rate-limiting scheme.
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FIGURE 7 Pending interest table utilisation ratio

FIGURE 8 Cache hit ratio

CHR is defined by the number of cache hits over the total
number of incoming Interest packets. The phenomenon where
Interest packets that find requested content chunk in the cache
of an intermediate node is considered as a cache hit. During
IFA, the CHR gets reduced, as Interest packets arrive with non-
existent content prefixes. The proposed scheme has used the
least recently used (LRU) cache eviction policy that contains
the most frequently requested content and discards unpopu-
lar cached content. In Figure 8, it can be seen that the CHR
is higher during the attacking window (4–11). The proposed
research solution has generated a 21.4% more CHR as com-
pared to a per-face attack limiting scheme.

6.2.4 Interest packet collision rate

When many Interest packets cannot get the requested chunk
of data, they are forwarded towards other potential content
provider(s), and this causes collisions. As a result, legitimate
Interest packets face congestion and long delays. The pro-
posed novel attack mitigation scheme reduces the propagation
of an abundant number of malicious packets. Consequently, for-
warded Interest packets suffer from fewer packet collisions. In
Figure 9, the proposed PP-FIRM scheme has reduced the Inter-
est packet collision rate to 60% during the attacking window
(4–11) as compared to the congestion based per-face Interest
rate-limiting scheme.

FIGURE 9 Interest packet collision ratio

FIGURE 10 Timed out Interest packets

6.2.5 Timed out Interest packets ratio

In NFD, when a new Interest packet arrives at an intermedi-
ate node, it waits in PIT until it gets the requested chunk of
cached data. After 4 s, the entry of the waiting Interest packet
is removed from PIT. The ratio of timed out Interest packets
with incoming Interest packet specifies the number of unsatis-
fied Interest packets that face timeout in PIT. In Figure 10, it can
be seen that during the attacking window (4–11), the number of
timed out Interest packets is huge in the absence of an attack
mitigation scheme. However, when an attack mitigation strategy
is applied, the ratio is quite reduced. It has been found that the
proposed attack mitigation model experience 60% less timed
out Interest packets as compared to the per-face congestion-
based rate-limiting scheme.

6.2.6 Random attackers

In real-time attack scenarios, the number of malicious nodes
is randomly distributed, and attackers collaboratively launch a
DDoS attack. Similarly, in the VNDN environment, the num-
ber of attackers changes at different time slots of the attack-
ing window. In Figure 11, the density of attackers changes
over time. The number of attacking vehicles increases incoming
malicious Interest packet transmission across the intermediate
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FIGURE 11 Random number of attackers

FIGURE 12 End-to-end delay

nodes. This reduces ISR and increases the packet collision ratio.
Upon implementation, it has been observed that the proposed
attack mitigation model gives 23.6% more ISR as compared
to the per-face congestion-based Interest rate-limiting scheme.
Moreover, the results show that the proposed attack mitigation
scheme is robust and maintains relatively high ISR when multi-
ple attackers disseminate malicious Interest packets.

6.2.7 End-to-end delay

The time taken during transmission of an Interest packet
between the source node (sender) and content provider
(receiver) is calculated as an end-to-end delay. End-to-end delay
between the consumer and the data producer during the attack
has been depicted in Figure 12. It can be seen that end-to-end
delay increases between the sender and receiver when the num-
ber of vehicular nodes increases. The proposed novel attack mit-
igation scheme reduces the propagation of an abundant number
of malicious packets. Consequently, forwarded Interest pack-
ets suffer from fewer packet collisions and network congestion.
The proposed PP-FIRM scheme has reduced end-to-end delay
to 53.4% as compared to the congestion based per-face Interest
rate-limiting scheme.

The IFA mitigation is comprised of attack detection and
recovery. The attack detection phase monitors the abnormali-
ties in the network’s behaviour, while the attack recovery phase

TABLE 5 Simulation results of proposed scheme, priority-based per-flow
interest rate monitoring (PP-FIRM)

Sr. No Evaluation parameters

Percentage (%)

improvement by

PP-FIRM against

per-face rate

monitoring [16]

1 Interest satisfaction ratio Increased by 21%

2 Packet retransmission rate Reduced by 28.6%

3 PIT utilisation ratio Reduced by 57%

4 Cache hit ratio Increased by 21.4%

5 Interest packet collison ratio Reduced by 60%

6 Timed out Interest packets Reduced by 60%

7 End-to-end delay Reduced by 53.4%

is concerned with the identification of a suspicious node. In
this research work, we have proposed the PP-FIRM scheme
to enhance the IFA mitigation strategy in VNDN. Moreover,
the proposed strategy focuses on the prime metrics, such as
ISR, Interest retransmission ratio, PIT utilisation ratio, CHR,
timed out Interest packets, and packet collision ratio. These met-
rics are essential to evaluate the performance of IFA mitigation
in VNDN as shown in Table 5. For the comparison, we have
selected the most appropriate per-face Interest rate monitor-
ing scheme based strategy, that is, congestion-aware IFA miti-
gation scheme [16]. According to the achieved statistics based
on selected metrics, the proposed PP-FIRM performed better
than the existing IFA mitigation scheme in terms of:

1. Higher ISR
2. Reduced Interest retransmission ratio
3. Reduced PIT utilisation ratio
4. Enhanced CHR
5. Less timed out Interest packets
6. Low packet collision ratio.

From Figures 5–12, we can say the PP-FIRM performed bet-
ter during the attacking window as compared to the existing IFA
mitigation solution [16]. The reason is that the proposed scheme
efficiently detects abnormal behaviour of the network and block
the suspicious flow of incoming Interests. Moreover, overreac-
tion has been avoided through an appropriate threshold count
for suspicious Interest flows. The proposed scheme has reduced
flooding of malicious Interests, PIT utilisation, and packet colli-
sion ratio. Consequently, the ISR of VNDN increases.

7 CONCLUSION

This study has presented a novel attack mitigation scheme
named PP-FIRM to counter IFA in VNDN. The proposed
IFA mitigation strategy efficiently identifies the suspicious flow
of Interest packets and triggers attack recovery mechanism to
reduce the flow of malicious Interests. It is observed that the
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existing IFA mitigation scheme is unable to prevent the unso-
licited flooding of malicious Interests. The aim of PP-FIRM
is not only the detection of malicious Interests but also the
prevention of flooding of malicious Interests. Hence, we have
also included the IFA prevention phase for reducing the suspi-
cious flow of Interests. We have simulated both the congestion-
based IFA mitigation scheme and the proposed scheme to eval-
uate their performance. The results show that the proposed
PP-FIRM strategy performs better than the existing per-face
congestion-based method in terms of ISR, Interest retransmis-
sion count, CHR, packet collision ratio, timed out Interest pack-
ets ratio, PIT utilisation ratio, end-to-end delay, and network
scalability.
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